
After Owls 



      
“If a child can't learn the way we teach, 

maybe we should teach the way they learn.”
 - Ignacio Estrada 



Authors and Illustrators 

Imagine ...



… a place where your children fall in love with 
words, with print, with stories, and with language

  



by sending love to others,



by discovering their

 name is important, 



by exploring stories

 and storytellers,



by 
designing
 their 
own 

scripts, 



by extending invitations,



by using print,
 pictures, and symbols 
to share their ideas, 







by collaborating

 with others 

to create 

written 

masterpieces, 



by expressing
 themselves 
through songs 
and poetry, 



and by using print to play and explore the world.  



Possible projects and Experiences: 
● story stones

● journals

● story trays

● poetry jams 

● shared writings

● author studies

● book making

● illustrating
 
● comic strips

● script writing 



These experiences target developmental and 
educational benchmarks such as:

● listening and speaking skills: vocabulary acquisition, receptive and expressive 
language, communication, and collaboration skills.

● reading and writng skills: enjoyment of literature, comprehension, phonological 
awareness (oral language and alphabetical sound recognition), print awareness 
(recognizes that print has meaning and identifies with familiar print such as 
their name), fine motor development, and emergent writing (using written 
scribbles, symbols, and strands of alphabet letters to communicate). 



Motions and Potions 

Imagine ...



… a place where your children fall in love with 
movement, self-expression, mixing, exploration, 
measurement, sensory rich natural materials, and 
creativity 

  



by finding joy in movement 
and dance,      



by exercising their body 
using movement, balance, 
dance, yoga poses, and 
breathe,       



by practicing 
self-regulation and 
finding inner peace, 



by expressing their 
feelings, gratitude, 
and emotions 



by creating 
recipes from 
natural 
ingredients,      



and by taking on 
the role of 
scientist and 
mathematician 
while mixing and 
experimenting. 



Possible projects and Experiences: 

● yoga
● dance
● movement activities
● storytelling through body poses
● meditation
● exploration and creation of natural recipes: salves, toothpaste, teas, etc.
● exploration of natural and foundational ingredients (herbs, fruits, vegetables, etc.)



These experiences target developmental and educational benchmarks such as:

● Mathematics:  number sense, measurement, classification, problem solving, 
cause and effect. 

● Visual/Performing Arts/ Physical: create, invent, express, body awareness, 
coordination, balance, spatial awareness, strength, flexibility, and coordination.

● Social/Emotional: self-awareness, self-regulation, empathy, initiative, 
interaction, and cooperation.  



Garden and Language of Food

Imagine ...



… a place where your children fall in love with 
fresh ingredients, flavors, colors, textures, and the 
natural world 

  



by engaging in 
the experience of 
nurturing life from 
seed to table, 



by exploring the 
life cycles of living 
things, 



by building 
connections with 
seasons, 



by building a relationship with
the earth, 



and by creating 
taste sensations 
with their very 
own hands. 



Possible projects and Experiences: 

● planting and harvesting seasonal vegetables and fruits
● tending and caring for living things and plants
● measuring, weighing, comparing, and observing attributes from harvests 
● exploring the world of nature 
● preparing, tasting, and sharing ingredients for garden fresh recipes
● bread making 
● communing together for meal preparation 



These experiences target developmental and educational benchmarks such as:

● Mathematics/Science:  participating in observations, drawing conclusions, 
investigating living things, engaging in inquiry, number sense, 
measurement, classification, problem solving, cause and effect, and 
identifying natural and scientific attributes.   

● Physical: gross and fine motor development
● Social/Emotional: expressing ideas through rich conversations, relationship 

building, independence, and cooperation.  



Young Artists and Tinkering 

Imagine ...



… a place where your children fall in love with 
colors, patterns, tools, inventions, creativity, expression, 
experimentations, designs, exploring multiple artistic 
mediums, navigating pathways to solutions, and finding 
pride in their own accomplishments

  



by  

by collaborating with fellow inventors, 



by using their hands, brain, 
and tools to plan and create 

designs of their own 
imagination: carts, cars, boats, 
homes, and many other self 

designed engineering 

masterpieces,     



by mapping out ideas and 
testing out theories to create 

art,         



by making worlds of pirates 
and mermaids and magical 

things come to life with color 
and creative materials 

through sculpture, paintings, 

and sketches,         



and by finding 
their inner 

Monet, Frida, or 
Picasso.



Possible projects and Experiences: 

● constructive creations with tools, loose parts, and building materials
● clay work
● paintings, sketches, and collages
● sculptures and 3-dimensional designs 



These experiences target developmental and educational benchmarks such as:

● Visual Arts:  create, invent and express thoughts, ideas, and visions.  
engage in creative expression, utilize and experience multiple genres 
Mathematics:  patterns, identifying attributes, exploring colors, and 
navigating spatial relationships.and mediums of art, and appreciate varieties 
of masterpieces. 

● Physical: fine motor, visual perception skills, sensory-rich experiences.



Progressive educators are concerned with helping 
children become not only good learners but also good 
people. Schooling isn’t seen as being about just 
academics, nor is intellectual growth limited to verbal 
and mathematical proficiencies.

- Alfie Kohn


